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DESIGN AND SPECIFICATION GUIDE

The information in this brochure
concerns the MCM HI-LITE
system, and how to design, specify
and install a roof using this
system.

The MCM HI-LITE system can be
part of a built up system. As such
there is some variation in the
basic specification.

The MCM HI-LITE system is a
roofing system which combines
metal and membrane to achieve a
prestigious appearance of
traditional weathered lead and
copper appearance.

The system can be fitted to most
forms of deck from plywood and
concrete to profiled metal deck. It
can even be used to overlay
existing roof finishes such as
asphalt and old corrugated sheet.

Our system is more economical in
material and labour costs than
traditional lead and copper and far
lighter in terms of overall weight.
The system also has great
flexibility, able to be fitted to and
incorporating a wide variety of
deck, with or without insulation and
from pitches as low as 4 degrees
to vertical. It can be used for duo
and mono pitch and barrel vault
construction.
This system, like all MCM
products, is available off the shelf,
or as made to measure packages
for specific projects. Where
detailed information is available,
we have a full design team inhouse able to carry our specific
project solutions.
The flexible Membrane skin of our
system is ideal for simple, cost
effective detailing, as such we
offer a full range of bottle capping
and knuckle pieces, ridging with
blocking closures, integral eaves,
soffits, gutters, vents, fascias and
kerbing for rooflight details. All
detail work is easily sealed utilising
standard hot air welding where
necessary.

Deck of arbitrary type.

Vapour barrier and
insulation. This is a variable
item. ‘Cold’ specification, with no
vapour barrier or insulation
required or as ‘Warm’
specification with vapour barrier
and insulation thickness to
achieve target ‘u’ value figure.

Separation layer
Is only necessary where there is
no need for insulation and would
in fact be a cushion layer.

MCM HI-LITE top skin
Pre-fabricated panels with joggled
and hemmed end overlaps formed
by welding 0.7mm short steel
sheet with outer coat of 600
micron thick film to the underside
of flexible membrane which is
coloured either ’lead’, or
‘weathered copper’
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Bottle Capping Pieces

End Overlap Arrangement

MCM Detail work

Made from MCM material, these
cover and protect the heat
welded side lap panel overlap
detail and provide a finished joint
which resembles a traditional
lead roof style roll.
A discreet top hat with membrane
pad is supplied for easy nonpenetrative fixing of the units.

Use of a membrane strip hot air
welded to underside of panel end
overlap hem in the factory to
waterproof end joints and create
a wholly sealed sheet eaves to
ridge.

Full range of developed details are
available from low profile hip and ridge
to verge, abutment, valley gutter,
rooflight framing for various lights to a
variety of drip details. A full range of
MCM gutter systems are also available
with various design options.

Butyl Strip
Used as sealer strip between
underside of fixing flange of
support zed angle at ridges and
verge detail.

Knuckles
Made from MCM material,
knuckles used in conjunction with
bottle capping lengths and mid
length fixings of same.

Tingles
Tongue shaped membrane
‘tingles’ are used to hot air weld
over all exposed fixing heads.

Cover profiles
Fashioned from MCM material these
pre-formed profiles are used to provide
a weatherproof dress cover to detail
work. Lengths are jointed in a manner
that allows for thermal movement.
Cover profiles are used in general ridge
and hip, abutment and verge details.

MCM systems Bottle capping section
supported off MCM top hat spacer with
membrane pad. MCM bottle capping
knuckle profiles used to cover capping spacer fixings and end joints between
capping lengths

MCM Hi-Lite system top skin with
membrane coated metal reinforced
bottom edge joggle overlap

Breather
layer

Rolled up membrane shown
dotted for clarity
Up roof pitch

Membrane hem
pre-welded to
underside of joggle
Vapour
barrier

Standard flat roof fixings
used with oval washers for
both fixing of edge of top
skin and for securing
breather layer and insulation
below to deck prior to top
skin placement. Breather
layer and insulation fixings
laid out in diamond pattern

MCM Hi-Lite top skin is positioned on roof
with rear of metal reinforcing piece on
bottom edge in line with top edge of previous
panel down roof slope. The rear of the
reinforcing edge is fixed down with 3 nr
fixings and then panel is rolled up roof pitch
with left hand underlap fixed down at
standard 300 crs as shown on main sketch
Insulation of
thickness required
to meet 'u' value
requirements

Deck & main structure below
roof may be of various types.
Profiled metal deck on roof
truss shown here

MCM top hat spacer with
membrane side downmost
fully heat welded to pad of
Rhepanol HG membrane.

Underside of spacer unit
membrane pad heat welded
to surface of Hi-Lite system
top skin. NO FIXINGS
penetrate the top skin
allowing for improved
weather tightness
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Previous
panel

Metal
reinforcing
piece

MCM membrane hem pre-welded
to underside of joggled bottom edge of
panel in factory site welded down onto
previous laid panel to seal joggled overlap

MCM systems bottle capping
knuckle of same membrane
coated metal as bottle
capping. Slid onto capping
prior to fitting and then
pushed down over fixings
and joints

MCM systems bottle capping
profile in membrane coated
metal coloured to simulate
lead or copper finish.
Capping lengths fixed down
into top of spacer units using
short fixings which DO NOT
breach top skin of Hi-Lite
system.

MCM HI-LITE SYSTEM
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Size, shape and weight
MCM Panels

The MCM Single Skin system
is easy to install. The panels
can be readily cut on site
using standard single ply
tools. The nature of the MCM
panel material allows the most
intricate details to be
waterproofed quickly and
easily. Penetrations do not
have to be pre-planned, they
can be formed on-site where
and when required and
waterproofed using hot air
welding.

Shell

0.7mm thick galvanised mild steel

Membrane Coating

600 – 1000 micron thick membrane

Standard length

200mm (Includes the hem width)

Standard Width

500mm

Standard panel
weight

Membrane

3000mm long by a choice of widths of
630mm cover or 900mm

Dur ability
Properly installed and
maintained, MCM HI-LITE
panels have an anticipated
service life in excess of sixty
years.

End Overlap Gasket
Material; option 1

Membrane, 1.5mm thick x 60mm wide

(

Bottle Capping Pieces

Patent
All the MCM panel systems
are covered by European
Patent.

Patent no. 94303419.9
The new HI-LITE System
Patent Application no
0907341.2

Material

Size

0.7mm thick galvanised mild steel with 600 –
1000 micron membrane bonded (as per
panels)
2500mm long x 50mm wide x 20mm deep.

Weight

0.75 kg / m

Knuckle joints
Material

As bottle capping and panels above

Size

75mm long x 65mm wide x 20mm deep

Weight

0.085 kg each

Butyl Strip
Material

Butyl strip, self adhesive both sides

Size

19mm x 2mm thick

Tingle
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Material

Membrane, 1.2mm thick

Size

25mm wide tongue shaped strip, length
variable
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Structur al and m ech an ical
characteristics
MCM material used in
panel and flashing
manufacture
T-bend test
The material can be bent flat on
itself without the membrane
coating cracking, whiting or
delaminating.

Scratch test
Takes more than 4 kg when
tested up to the maximum
capacity of the BS 3900 / E2
test apparatus.

Corrosion test
Withstood 1000 hours salt sprat
to ASTM B.117

Weatherability
All cut edges are either finished
with a welted (folded back flat
on itself) edge or fully protected
by membrane hot air welded
over.
When subjected to QUV
weather testing in accordance
with ASTM G53, the coating
showed no significant
deterioration after 2000 hours.

Colour Stability
Under continuous effects of
sunlight and UV the coating
showed excellent colour stability
and resistance to chalking.

Thermal
The MCM HI-LITE system is a
built up system therefore the
thickness of insulation used
may be varied to suit the target
‘U’ value as required by Building
Regulations. The insulation is
not bonded in any way to the
outer skin of the MCM system
so there is no question of
delamination due to thermal
movement or wind uplift
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Applications

The MCM HI-LITE system can
be applied to any suitable
structural deck including over
roofing existing roof
specifications. It provides a high
quality replacement for most
types of pitched roof or wall
Target weight for deck loading cladding covering.
Wind uplift / imposed load
The built up nature of the Single
Skin system is such that the
structural deck supports the build
up. Deck type can be varied as
required by specification.

from MCM HI-LITE warm roof
build up (Specification of Vapour
barrier, insulation of 50mm
thickness, breather layer and
MCM Hi-Lite panel outer skin) Minimum / maximum pitch
would be 10 kg/ m2
The MCM HI-LITE system can

Details

Fire
When tested to BS476: part 3
1958. MCM panels achieve a
fire rating of AA. This rating was
achieved with a variety of
insulants.
Chemical and biological attack
The MCM material that our MCM
panels are manufactured from is
not susceptible to insect attack
and does not support mould or
fungus growth. It is compatible
with most of the materials and
substances commonly used in
the construction of pitched roofs.
Heat
MCM HI-LITE System has a
working temperature range of –
200C to 800C.

be used at any pitch from 50 to
vertical.
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Typical details
The following pages give general information on how roofs and wall cladding areas are formed using the MCM
Single skin system

Bottle capping fixed down to
spacer with small fixing that
does not pentrate membrane
pad below
MCM top hat
spacer with
membrane side
downmost
fully heat welded
to membrane
pad.

Capping knuckle
tapped down over
fixing head to
cover it

Capping knuckle

Bottle capping

General Roof Area

Panel
overlap
with hem

Underside of spacer unit
membrane pad heat welded
to surface of Hi-Lite system
top skin. NO FIXINGS
penetrate the top skin
allowing for improved
weather tightness
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Fixings with
washers securing
previous line down
at 300mm crs

Membrane Hi-Lite
panel rolled up
roof slope once
base detail is fixed

Base detail
below rolled
up panel
fixed down
into lower
build up
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Eaves gutter options
The MCM Systems offer a variety of gutter combinations. The nature of the MCM material allows us to offer a
fully sealed self supported gutter system that requires no wall bracket support with all end cap and rainwater
outlets included. Our basic 3 skin gutter is detailed below along with end and outlet details and the additional
‘bull nose’ front skin option.
Our system can easily be combined with fascia and soffit both formed from MCM material for overhanging eaves
or can easily sit in front of dress finish fascia and soffit by others. The self supporting nature of the gutter means
a clean underside against any fascia with no supporting brackets required. MCM gutters can also be fully
formed round corners of any angle and can even be segmented to form a curved effect gutter.
Custom designs of gutters to suit specific appearance or technical requirements are also possible.
MCM bottle capping on MCM
space units as standard system

Bottle capping shown transparent here to
show soaker. Normally capping fixed down
to standard spacer unit welded in place over
panel side lap at eaves line as shown. Bottom
capping fixing then covered by bottle capping
knuckle as normal

Fleece breather layer
Insulation if required of
thickness to suit target 'u'
value

MCM Hi-Lite system
panels have hemmed
MCM metal base unit with
membrane panel welded
fully round forming drip
profile into gutter

Standard fixing
as used on
sheet end laps

Capping extended over
gutter and fixed to
underside of edge of
gutter. Fixing covered
by membrane tingle.
This adds strength to
gutter profile

Butyl
strip
bed

MCM knuckle
profile over gutter
outer skin joints
MCM 3 skin gutter profile. Inner
skin sealed by membrane strip
hot air welded over joints
between lengths.

External walls of
various types

MCM gutters can
also include Bull
nose front skins
Sized to
suit
gutter
inner
skin

Sized
to
outer
gutter
profile
Typical
MCM 2
part gutter
end piece
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MCM Hi-Lite system top
skin

Vapour barrier, required if
insulation required
Arbitrary deck, profiled
metal deck shown here
spanning across line of
roof trusses but can
equally well be across
purlins or can be plywood
or concrete deck or
existing roof structure
MCM patented 3 skin gutter
system. Lower skin sits
below insulation line, inner
skin sits above to create hard
eaves corner detail. Inner
skin joints sealed by
membrane strip hot air
welded over. Joints between
inner and lower skin lengths
offset to one another. Depth
and width of gutter variable
to suit roof pitch and roof
size.
Gutter outlets are
formed membrane top
hat profiles that are hot
air welded to gutter sole
over outlet hole. Sizes
variable to suit
downpipes
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Hip / Ridge options
The MCM Systems offer 2 main hip and ridge combinations. As with all MCM details, all cut metal edges are
fully sealed as are all fixing heads by use of membrane hot air welded over.
The membrane strip (3) pre-welded to the ridge support units (2)
is slightly longer than the units. This allows the membrane to be
brought under the bottle capping, overlapped onto the previous
membrane tail and hot air welded. Standard spacer unit for
capping and ridge cover flashing can then be hot air welded
down on top of this

(4)

(3)

Section A-A

(2)
Tingle hot air
welded over
fixing head

The main roof specification of deck, vapour barrier, insulation, breather layer and
the MCM single skin top skin panels is fixed (as shown in low profile option).
Panels are cut to length at ridge line (1).

Tingle fixed
down

The ridge support units are short lengths of pre-formed support for the ridge
cover flashing. Each is of length to suit distance between bottle capping lines of
main roof spec. These are sent to site in pairs with a strip of membrane hot air
welded between them (3).

(5) fixing of ridge flashing
Support unit at
below capping
and ridge cover
flashing

(5)
A

The MCM bottle capping of the main roof specification can now be fitted followed
by the ridge cover flashing (4).

(4)

A

(2)
(3)

(2)

These double units are secured by hot air welding the membrane strip between
them down onto the Hi-Lite panels at the ridge line. This ensures a fixing free
watertight seal at the ridge.

The ridge cover flashing (4) is secured by fixings down into the bottle capping
and spacer unit below (5). Each fixing is run down through the coverflashing and
a membrane tingle, the bottle capping and into the spacer unit.
The tingle is then brought up and over the fixing head and hot air welded down,
sealing the fixing head.

Capping first
fixed into
topmost
support unit

STANDARD HIP / RIDGE DETAIL

Also as with all MCM details, fully custom hip and ridge solutions incorporating ridge and hip ventilation or mono-ridge
options or to suit specific appearances are also possible. Nominal size range of both standard detail cover profile and low
profile infill unit are 150 x 150mm to 250 x 250mm depending on roof pitch.
Hi-Lite system build
up is fitted less top
skin and bottle
capping right up to
ridge line.
MCM ridge
underflashing fixed
down through
insulation into deck
at ridgel (shown
here) or hip.

Membrane tingle
welded over mitred
bottle capping
Ridge / Hip
infill panel
Bottle capping fixed
down standard
spacer units

Hi-Lite panel top skin fitted as
normal with top panels cut to line of
ridge / hip and hot air welded down
onto ridge undeflashing covering
fixings of same.

MCM ridge
underflashing
ier
barr
our
p
a
V
k
Dec

Breather
layer
Ins
ula
t io
n

MCM Ridge / Hip infill cover fixed down by hot air
welding on top of panels
Finally, MCM bottle capping fixed down over standard spacer units
in normal manner. Bottle capping is mitred at ridge / hip line and
mitre cut is covered by membrane 'tingle hot air welded over.

This detail can be used equally
well for either hip or ridge line.
Due to the nature of the caping
finishing, this detail can only be
used where capping lines match
up either side of hip or ridge

LOW PROFILE HIP / RIDGE DETAIL
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Membrane of
panel hot air
welded down
onto MCM ridge
underflashing
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Abutment details
Both standard or low profile options also exist for Abutment details.
Raggle metal, usually by others
but can be provided if required
MCM knuckle to suit cover profile.
Used at end butt joints and over
central fixing (if required)
MCM abutment cover flashing

Ra

Membrane tingle hot air
welded over fixing head
MCM Hi-Lite system build up is
fitted less top skin and bottle
capping right up to abutment line.

gg
le

MC
M

MCM underflashing fixed down
through insulation and back into wall
MCM Hi-Lite panel top skin fitted as
standard up to abutment line with panels
cut to suit detail and hot air welded down
onto underflashing.

MCM support
units with welded
membrane hem

cu
t in

ex

un
de
rfla
s

is t
in g

wa

ll

hin
g

Bottle capping
fixed down over
raised seams

MCM bottle capping now fixed as normal on standard spacer
unit with topmost spacer unit placed directly below line of
abutment coverflashing and capping left un-fixed.

B

Ins
ula
tio
n

r
he
at
re

r
ye
la

MCM support units fitted as per standard ridge detail hot air welded over
membrane strip.
MCM Abutment cover profile fixed down through capping into topmost spacer unit with membrane
tingles hot air welded over fixing heads. Cover flashing also fixed back to wall near top of flashing
where it will be covered by raggle trim.

STANDARD ABUTMENT DETAIL
Raggle metal, usually by others
but can be provided if required
Membrane soaker over joint
between abutment cover
flashing lengths
Bottle capping knuckle
over capping fixings
Ra

Bottle capping fixed
down over standard
spacer units

gg
le

cu

Fixings

MCM Hi-Lite system build up is
fitted less top skin and bottle
capping right up to abutment
line.
MCM underflashing fixed down
through insulation into deck.

MC
f la M a
me shin butm
mb g w e n
ran ith t c
e h pre ove
em -w r
e ld
ed

MCM Hi-Lite top skin panels fixed down in
normal manner, cut to suit line of
underflashing and then hot air welded to it
MCM abutment cover flashing with pre-welded membrane
hem fixed back into vertical wall up near top of flashing
where it will be covered by raggle trim and membrane hem
then hot air welded down onto panel top skin.

Capping
spacer
units

t in

ex

is t
ing

wa
ll
MC
un M
de
rfla
shi

Breather
layer

In s
u la
tio
n

MCM bottle capping now fixed as normal on standard spacer units with
topmost spacer unit placed on top of abutment cover flashing at base of
vertical leg as shown here. Capping - spacer fixings hidden by capping
knuckles in standard manner.

LOW PROFILE ABUTMENT DETAIL
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Valley Gutters
The MCM Single skin valley detail is a site formed one utilising standard angle underflashings and
membrane welding. The final width of the valley itself is customisable to suit roof size and pitch.
Bottle capping
knuckle over
capping fixings

Bottom edge of MCM Hi-Lite panels cut to length at
valley and hot air welded down onto main valley
membrane

Bottle capping
fixed down
standard spacer
units, bottom
one below end
of bottle

Main valley membrane,
hot air welded down to
MCM valley
underflashing.
Membrane tails off
panels are hot air welded
down onto this.
Breather layer
Insulation
Vapour barrier
MCM underflashing

VALLEY GUTTER DETAIL

Roof penetrations
The nature of the MCM product allows easy and complete sealing of any roof penetrations

Outer surface of relevant
MCM panel series, be it Full
Panel, Recessed Seam
cladding, Single Skin, Flat
Seam or HI Lite panel

Membrane circle with small
(smaller than pipe) hole in
centre, heated with hot air gun.

Top part of collar sealed to
pipe edge with silicone
mastic sealant
Membrane strip collar
pulled tight around pipe,
hot air welded to circle
and then overlapped and
welded to itself.

Circle dragged down over pipe
so that inner edge of circle runs
up pipe as shown
Underside of circle hot air
welded down to outer surface of
panel
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TYPICAL ROOF
PENETRATION
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Verge details
Shown below are typical examples of verge and side verge details but as with all MCM details, Verges can be
custom designed to suit a wide variety of requirements. Generally, the vertical depth of the flashing is custom
suited to other details such as eaves gutter lines to ensure tidy detail finish.
MCM knuckle to suit cover profile. Used at end
butt joints and over central fixing (if required)

Verge Cover flashing
MCM support units
with membrane tail
pre-welded as per
MCM
ridge detail
angle
under
flashing

MCM cover flashing
Membrane tingle hot air welded
over fixing head
Bottle capping fixed down over
standard space units
MCM Hi-Lite system build up is fitted
less top skin and bottle capping right
up to Verge line.
MCM Underflashing fixed down as shown
at edge of detail and Hi-Lite top skin fitted
with panels cut to line of verge and hot air
welded down to underflashing.

In s

MCM spacer units and MCM support units now hot air
welded down and MCM bottle capping is fixed down into
spacer units in normal manner. Note that MCM spacer unit
located below capping at line of verge flashing but capping
NOT fixed down to it at this time (see below)
MCM Verge and Side Verge cover profile fixed down onto MCM
support units with membrane tingles hot air welded over fixing
heads. Verge Cover flashing also be fixed down through bottle
capping into standard space unit left un-fixed previously with
fixings covered by membrane tingle trim.

ula
tio
n

Plywood
faced
blockwork
at verge
shown here,
can be
otherwise

STANDARD VERGE AND SIDE VERGE DETAILS
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Side verge cover flashing
plain hem as verge or
shaped to resemble side of
bottle capping (shown
here).
Cover flashing fixed down
onto longer length support
unit with fixings covered
by Knuckles at length ends
and mid-length.

Side Verge
Cover
flashing
MCM
angle
underflashing

Membrane
'Tingle' over
fixing head
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Rooflight details
The MCM Single Skin system can be adapted to a wide variety of different rooflights from Velux (shown here) to
composite triple skin glazing and domed rooflights.
Continuous membrane runs
up under hemmed panels,
membrane strip on panels
then welded down.

Continuous
membrane welded
over top of cut
panels.

ot
he
rs

Capping support units just up from
base of capping line at window head.
Covered by knuckles as normal

Ce
nt
ra

lv
al
le
y

de
ta
il
by

Velux
rooflight

Velux
rooflight
Continuous membrane seal
taken right out to regular
panel side lap detail below
capping line

MCM bottle capping and
knuckles covers capping
support units set just below
rooflight

Membrane external corners welded
over corners of rooflight to further
seal detail at corners.

STANDARD VELUX ROOFLIGHT DETAIL
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Warranties
The MCM Single Skin System is covered
by an extensive rage of warranties
covering the materials used in the
production of the panels, the design of the
panels, their application to specific
projects and the weather tightness of the
completed roof.

The information contained in this brochure is
sufficient to allow the preparation of a complete
technical specification for MCM Hi-Lite system. In
the UK, the National Building specification (NBS) is
commonly used: The relevant section for the MCM
panels being as shown below.

METAL CLADDING: [
Drawing reference(s): [

]
]

Supports:
Bearing width:
Pitch:

[
[

]
]

[

]

External sheets: MCM Hi-Lite system
Manufacturer and reference: [MCM Systems Limited
(MCM Panels)]
Material :Membrane & membrane coated Steel
Nominal thickness/gauge: [(0.76mm) / 0.7mm Steel &
0.60mm membrane]
Finish/Colour: [MCM ]
External: N/A
Internal: [As primary decking used]
Other requirements: N/A
Accessories: [MCM verge/gutter/abutment flashings/
trims etc. as necessary]
Primary cladding sheet fasteners: [As recc by
manufacturer]
Fix through profile: [As recc by manufacturer]
Number of fasteners per sheet width: [As recc by
manufacturer]
Eaves and end laps: [As recc by manufacturer]
Intermediate supports: [As recc by manufacturer]
End laps: [As recc by manufacturer]
Sealing laps: [As recc by manufacturer]
End and side lap stitching: Fix sheets together with
(standard fixings) at not more than [as recommended
by the manufacturer] mm centres.
Spacers: [MCM 2 part spacer units with pre-welded
membrane pads]
Fasteners: [As recc. by manufacturer]
Breather membrane: [Polyester fleece, 1000 gauge]
Thermal Insulation: [100mm PIR Insulation/0.2U
value]
Vapour control layer: [Continuous vapour control
layer (end and side laps to be taped at joints)]
Acoustic Insulation: N/A
Special Features: [ membranes compatible with all
MCM panel systems, to be used in detailing MCM
verge/gutter/abutment flashings/ trims/ pipe
penetrations etc. as necessary]
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Approved Contractors
The MCM Single Skin System is simple to
fit and requires few specialist pieces of
equipment to install. However, MCM
Systems can only supply warranties when
an approved MCM panel installer fits the
roof. A list of approved installers is
available on request.

Transport, Handling &
Storage
MCM panels are delivered to site on
pallets. They should always be stored flat
on a clean smooth surface. Panels come
stacked 100 nr per pallet and individual
pallets should not be stacked one on top
of the other.

Care & Maintenance
There are no special requirements for
care and maintenance. Like all roofs and
cladding, those formed from MCM Hi-Lite
system should be inspected twice yearly
and any damage repaired.
The MCM material is easily surface
cleaned due to the nature of the bonded
membrane outer finish. This along with
the fact that very few exposed fixing
heads are left once system is installed
means that the MCM systems are
resistant to many forms of vandalism and
damage.

e-mail: sales@mcmpanel.com

Specification

Web Site: www.mcmpanel.com

MCM HI-LITE SYSTEM

MCM Panel Systems Ltd
Europa House
Barcroft Street
Bury
BL9 5BT
Tel. 0161 447 8976
Fax. 0161 763 4982
MCM Panel Systems
(Scotland)
Block Ten, Unit 9
Baird Court
Clydebank Business Park
Glasgow
G81 2QP
Tel 07811 349 689
Fax 0141 282 9877
Email. sales@mcmpanel.com

